


HAPPY VOC is a Portuguese organization dedicated to the
management of international projects, with a large focus on
European mobility programs, committed to the development of
skills, through the promotion of relevant learning experiences.

ABOUT US“

”



HAPPY VOC

Mission

Vision

Values

Contribute to the professional, personal and cultural qualification of
young European people, working close and in partnership with the
educative, economic and cultural agents, in order to satisfy their needs,
the best way possible.

Assert HAPPY VOC as a national reference as an advocate and partner
for the implementation of mobility European projects.

Cooperation;

Rigor;

Globalization;

Sharing;

Growth and Learning;

Ethic (humanity, respect, honesty,

justice and trust);

Social Engagement;

Quality and Excellence;

Transparency;

Integrity;

Innovation and Creativity;

Flexibility.



Differentiation Factors

Empower our participants with the tools for success.

Provide opportunity to experience internships at prestigious and competitive 
companies in Portugal, with all the expertise that comes with it.

Provide quality training opportunities for youths and adults in order to improve their knowledge 
and skills. 

Create programs cantered on the needs of the participants and partners, 
potentializing this way, the impacts and direct and indirect results of the 

projects.

Potentializing the centre of Portugal, valuing companies and industries, and their Know-
how.

Live in Portugal, enjoying the Sun, Leisure and  gastronomy and cultural experiences.

Preparation on an educational, professional, personal, social, linguistic and intercultural level.



Services

Accommodation;
Transfer from and to airport;
Transportation during the mobility time;
Meals.

LOGISTIC ASPECTS

Technical support to the elaboration of mobility
projects, guarantying the quality criteria, the
respect for the rules of funding, and the
applicability of the more adequate methodologies
and tools;
Coordination and technical support;
Tutoring, monitorization and evaluation Reports.

PROJECTS SUPPORT

Welcome meeting;
Monitoring 24/7, by a HAPPY VOC tutor, to
guarantee the participants preparation;
Communication support and conflict mediation;
Final Report with a detailed description onf the
mobility process, including training and
logistics aspects, a reflexion about the process,
and documentation regarding the mobility,
such as evaluation reports and certification.

TUTORING AND MONITORIZATION

Professional Internship: diagnose the needs of
the participants and the institutions;
Seminars e Workshops;
Technical Visits and Job Shadowing;
Intensive Courses in Portuguese Language in a
certified school;
Support in the certification process, through
ECVET/Europass mobility;
Activities and social visits;
Final report.

FORMATIVE ASPECTS



Professional Activities Sectors

Automobile Engineering;

Mechanical Engineering;

Engineering and industrial production;

Electromechanics;

Metal and Metalwork;

Steel Industry;

Metallic Constructions;

Technology and Processing of Metallic
Materials;

Polymers Technology;

Industrial Products Design;

Plastics and Compounds;

Industrial Equipment Maintenance;

Injection Moulding;

Plastic Moulding;

Electrical Maintenance;

Food Industry.

TRANSFORMING INDUSTRY

Tourism Management;

Tourism, Well-being and Recreation;

Hospitality Industry;

Travel and Leisure;

F&B (Food and Beverage);

Nutrition and Food;

Hotel Management;

Organization of events and tourist service;

Tourism and Hotel Marketing;

Catering Service;

Food Industry;

Chef;

Baker;

Gastronomy and Hospitality.

TOURISM



Profissional Activities Sectors

Accounting and Finances;

Commerce and Sales;

Hairdresser and Beauty Care;

Health technician;

Educational Services;

Sports and Leisure;

Journalism;

Marketing;

Management;

Transports;

Logistics.

SERVICES 

Computer Science;

IT – Information Technology;

Software e Hardware;

Network and Communication;

Audio-visuals;

Graphic Design;

Interiors Design;

Fashion Design;

Fine Arts.

IT AND DESIGN



Benefits for the Participants

Professional, personal and social development of 
the participants, as European citizens, and through 

the promotion of interculturality.

Better employment opportunities to the recent graduates, 
decreasing the unemployment index, and facilitating the 

transition between education and labour market.

Entrepreneurship and innovation, maturity, 
autonomy, social engagement, well-being and 

employability.

Build your confidence and your spirit of 
adventure.

Broad your horizons through the experience of 
living abroad.

Contribute to the improvement of linguistic, 
social, cultural and professional skills.

Support the integration of recent graduates in 
the labour market.

Improve your skills in your field of expertise and have an 
insight into the  specific professional field in Portugal.



By participating in Mobility programs, receiving interns from
all over Europe, you will Build a friendly, modern image of
your company, putting up an idea of globality;

It will distinguish you from the competition as a socially
engaged company that cares for the future – our young
professionals;

You will also benefit with the dissemination of results from
the project.

Benefits for the Companies



Vocational Education 
and Training

Vocational education and training empowers students with
practical experience and technical skills in a specific type of field.
VET is EU’s “tool” to maintain its high competitiveness, within a
globalized and intensely competitive environment. Greater
general openness and ability to learn and upgrade skills later in
life are some of VET students’ characteristics.

Vocational Education and Training means improved earnings,
better employment chances, mobility options, capacity for
lifelong learning, measures of working conditions, by having
higher standards, and above all, a better satisfaction regarding
employment.



Why Portugal?

Eight Hours of daily sun 
and 70% of sunny days

Third safest country in 
the world (according to 

Global Peace Index 
2019)

Portugal is a quiet and 
safe country, that enjoys 

a stable political 
environment and is 

socially stable.

It’s very common to hear 
Portuguese people talk about 

food. And there’s a reason why. In 
every corner you’ll find a great 
restaurant, characterized by its 

simplicity and flavour. In Portugal 
there are already 28 restaurants 

on the Michelin Guide.



Why Portugal?

Between 2005 and 
2015, the number of 

doctorates duplicated, 
and scientific 

publications increased 
three times

Higher education institutions are 
accredited and evaluated by the 
highest international standards. 
There are five higher education 
institutions on the top 500 of 

"Shanghai Academic Ranking of 
World Universities" and seven in 
"QS World University Rankings";

The number of foreign 
students increased 

119% in the last eight 
years. Currently about 

12% of the students are 
foreign.

There are 114 higher 
education institutions, 

about 5000 courses and 
350 000 students



Why Learn Portuguese?

All over the world, there are 261 million
Portuguese speaking people;

It’s the fourth most spoken language in the
world;

It’s the official language in nine countries: 
Portugal, Brasil, Angola, Cabo Verde, Guiné-
Bissau, Guiné-Equatorial, Moçambique, São 
Tomé e Príncipe e Timor-Leste.
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